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Abstract

Modern CAD tools must represent large Boolean functions
compactly in order to obtain reasonable runtimes for synthe�
sis and veri�cation� The Shared Binary Decision Diagram
�SBDD� with negative edge attributes can represent many
functions in a compact form if a proper variable ordering is
used� In this work we describe a technique for reordering the
variables in an SBDD to reduce the size of the data struc�
ture� A common heuristic for the variable ordering problem
is to group variables together that have similar character�
istics� We use this heuristic to formulate a technique for
the reordering problem using probability based metrics� Our
results indicate that this technique outperforms sifting with
comparable runtimes� Furthermore� the method is robust in
that the �nal result is independent of the initial structure of
the SBDD�

� Introduction

The use of binary decision programs to represent switching
circuits was proposed by Lee in the late �����s ���	 and later
re
ned as a representation of Boolean functions by Akers ��	
resulting in the Binary Decision Diagram �BDD� concept
Bryant further re
ned the de
nition of BDDs and created
a new data structure called Ordered Binary Decision Dia�
grams �OBDD� ��	 The OBDD representation requires that
any given path may contain a vertex representing a Boolean
variable at most once� and the order in which the variables
may be encountered is the same for all paths For a given
variable ordering� OBDDs are canonical representations of
Boolean functions

A further development was the Shared Binary Decision
Diagram �SBDD� with negative edge�attributes ���	 ��	 This
data structure utilizes the principle of variable ordering as
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developed in ��	 and also allows for the representation of
multi�output functions through shared common subgraphs
The incorporation of negative edge�attributes allows for a re�
duction in the size of most SBDDs In this work� we utilize
the negative edge�attributed SBDD for function representa�
tion

Although SBDDs can represent Boolean functions using
a relatively small amount of storage space� a proper variable
ordering is crucial If a poor variable ordering is chosen� the
SBDD may become quite large� with a worst case require�
ment of an exponential amount of memory in terms of the
function variables In fact� it has been shown that for some
circuits �eg� integer addition circuits� the size of the OBDD
representing the function may vary from linear to exponen�
tial depending on the variable ordering ��	 ��	 Therefore�
methods to determine e�cient orderings are needed to uti�
lize the computational advantages of SBDDs Furthermore�
it is known that improving the variable ordering of SBDDs
is NP�complete and 
nding the optimal form is NP�hard ��	
Since the problem is provably intractable� heuristic methods
are applied to 
nd a good but not necessarily best solution
Fortunately� it has been found that for many functions of
interest� good variable orderings produce SBDDs of accept�
able size This reasoning provides the motivation for the
investigation of new variable reordering heuristics

In this paper we describe a static variable ordering heuris�
tic that makes use of properties of the function only� but
is not dependent on the initial representation We utilize
a method that was motivated by grouping symmetric vari�
ables close to one another in the SBDD ordering Since we
can compute output probability values e�ciently on SBDDs�
we use the quantities to indicate the possible existence of a
symmetry relation After analysis� we found that grouping
the variables close together that were likely to be symmet�
ric did not always result in the best sizes Alternatively� we
found that spacing these variables as far apart from one an�
other as possible often resulted in smaller SBDDs As an
alternative to this fast heuristic we also present a new sim�
ulation based approach based on Evolutionary Algorithms



�EAs� that yields very good minimized SBDDs but can re�
quire larger amounts of computation time

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows In
section � the problem domain is formulated and the proba�
bilistic based heuristic is described Next� in Section �� the
evolutionary minimizer for optimizing BDD variable orders
is presented Experimental results are given in Section � and
the paper is summarized in Section �

� Heuristic Description and Motivation

Many researchers have utilized heuristics that measure the
relationship between primary inputs For example� tech�
niques based on topological closeness were among the 
rst
variable ordering methods ���	 ��	 Techniques that exploit
relationships between dependent variables continued to be
popular particularly after it was noted that the application of
sifting ���	 led to orderings where symmetric variables tended
to cluster together ���	 ���	

The determination of symmetry among variables is not a
computationally e�cient process to undertake by pure ma�
nipulation of SBDD structures Therefore an alternative
method based on circuit output probabilities is formulated
here to utilize symmetry indicators for the purpose of re�
ordering

��� Output Probability

The output probability of a Boolean function expresses
the probability that the function will evaluate to a logic
��� value given the probability distributions of the depen�
dent variables ���	 When the function is fully speci
ed
and all variables are equally likely to be � or �� the out�
put probability is simply the percentage of minterms that
cause the function to evaluate to logic ��� We denote the
output probability of a function f as �ffg As an example�
�fx� � x� � x�g � �

�


The output probability of a function may be computed
in time linear with respect to the size of a SBDD Various
algorithms have been developed that have complexity pro�
portional to the number of vertices in the BDD ��	 ���	 and
they are applicable to SBDDs with negative�edge attributes
���	

Since we are interested in using symmetry relations among
the variables of a Boolean function� the relationship in The�
orem � provides the connection between variable symmetry
and output probabilities

Theorem � �ff � xig � �ff � xjg if xi� xj � S where
S is the set of all independent variables that support f and
xi � xj �that is� xi and xj are symmetric in f��

Proof� From the Shannon expansion theorem we have�
f � xi � fxi � xi � fxi
Using the properties of probability theory and assuming

that xi and xj are statistically independent� temporally and

spatially uncorrelated and equally likely to be ��� or ��� �ie
�fxig � �fxjg � �

�
��

�ffxig � �ff jxig � �ff �xig
�fxig

� ��ff � xig

Substituting this result into the output probability rela�
tionship for the logical XOR of a function with its� ith de�
pendent variable yields�

�ff � xig � �ffg� �fxig � ��ff � xig
�ff � xig � �ffg� �fxig � �ffxig
Clearly� xi � xj implies that �ffxig � �ffxjg Thus�
�ffg� �fxig � �ffxig � �ffg� �fxjg � �ffxjg
This relationship can then be rewritten as�
�ff � xig � �ff � xjg �

The output probabilities described here may be computed
using algorithms that perform single traversals of SBDDs ��	
���	 Thus� it is practical to compute the n probability values
of �ff � xig for all xi � S

��� Relationship of Variable Order and Output
Probability

During the formulation of this technique� we generated
plots of �ff � xig versus the dependent variable index i for
the best known orderings of several benchmark circuits in
SBDD form with negative edge attributes Due to the heuris�
tic based on symmetric variables we expected to see proba�
bility values with similar magnitudes clustered together The
resultant plots illustrated an unexpected trend of periodicity
This periodic trend was found in many other benchmark cir�
cuits and suggests that dependent variables with the same
�ff � xig values tend to position themselves as far apart
from one another as possible Figure � illustrates the behav�
ior using the best known ordering �see Section �� for a circuit
from the ISCAS�	 benchmark set
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Figure �� Behavior of �ff�xig versus Best Known Ordering
for c���� Output ���gat

In order to exploit the characteristic of periodicity� an
algorithm was developed that orders the variables such that
the corresponding �ff�xig values are as periodic as possible
The technique involves the following steps�

� Choose an output about which to compute n values of
�ff � xig

� Compute all the probability values

� Determine histogram bin sizes and widths



� Form a histogram of the �ff � xig values

� Starting from the bin with the lowest �or highest� prob�
ability value� choose a value

� Move to the next adjacent bin �in a circular fashion� and
choose a value

� When all values have been removed from the bin� build
a list of dependent variables in the same order in which
the probability values were chosen

� Reorder the initial SBDD according to the list just gen�
erated

� Perform a modi
ed sifting routine� we refer to as �bin�
sifting�

Figure � contains a plot of the �ff � xig values versus
the index of xi after application of the variable reordering
algorithm This data corresponds to the same output as
was used in Figure �� ���gat Clearly� periodicity of the
probability values has been enforced
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Figure �� Behavior of �ff � xig versus Probability Based
Ordering for c���� Output ���gat

The histogram bin width has proven to be a crucial factor
Varying this parameter can a�ect our results The bin width
is currently calculated by the following procedure�

� Find the two closest valued �ff � xig values that are
not equal and compute their di�erence� �s

� Find the di�erence� �b� that corresponds to subtracting
the overall smallest �ff � xig value from the largest

� Set BINSIZE� �b
�s


� If BINSIZE exceeds a threshold value� set it equal to the
threshold In the results given here� we use a threshold
of ������

��� Bin�Sifting

When the order list is created by traversing the histogram�
the particular variable chosen from those contained in the
same histogram bin is arbitrary Thus� the resulting inter�
mediate SBDD can be biased by the choice of which variable
within a particular histogram bin is chosen To alleviate ef�
fects caused by this bias� we invoke a modi
ed form of the

sifting algorithm� referred to as �bin�sifting� In bin�sifting�
we use the sifting paradigm but only among variables with
common �ff�xig values That is� all variables within a cer�
tain histogram bin are sifted only amongst themselves This
preserves the periodic nature of the histogram of �ff � xig
values but often leads to signi
cantly smaller SBDDs Part
of the reason this occurs is that our condition for detect�
ing symmetry is only a necessary one The condition is not
su�cient to prove that two variables are in fact symmetrical

We have evaluated the e�ectiveness of bin�sifting alone
and some results are given in the experimental section of this
paper We note that using bin�sifting only results in SBDDs
that are in�uenced by their initial variable order since the
initial order essentially �
xes� a subset of locations that any
one variable can be moved to in the order list However� bin�
sifting in general seems to outperform sifting alone and may
be preferable for functions that exhibit little or no variable
symmetry

��� Example of the Method

To illustrate the technique described above� a small ex�
ample is shown with all intermediate calculations given We
have chosen the �toy benchmark� c�� for this purpose Al�
though the technique was used for SBDDs with negative�edge
attributes� here we use an ROBDD formulation of the c��

output labeled ��gat for simplicity
Initially� the ROBDD exists with a variable order

X�� X�� X�� X� and is shown graphically in Figure � The

rst step of the process is to compute the output probabili�
ties� �ff�xig�i This step requires n traversals of the SBDD
which contains N vertices Since N may range from n to �n�
the worst case complexity of this step is O�n�n� However�
in practice it is unlikely that a reordering method would be
invoked for a SBDD with an exponential number of vertices
since such a representation would be impractical to formulate
initially The computed output probabilities for the func�
tions f � xi are� �ff �X�g � ������� �ff �X�g � �������
�ff �X�g � ������ and �ff �X�g � ������
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Figure �� ROBDD of Example Function with Initial Variable
Order

A histogram is formed using the probability metrics to
guide which variables are grouped together Figure � con�
tains the histogram A new variable order is obtained by
visiting the histogram bins and removing a variable in a cir�
cular fashion� thus ensuring periodicity of the �ff � Xig



values The new order obtained from the histogram is
X�� X�� X�� X� An ROBDD is formed by reordering the ini�
tial structure according to this new order The intermediate
ROBDD is shown graphically in Figure �
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Figure �� Histogram of Example ROBDD Variables Based
on Probability Metrics
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Figure �� ROBDD of Example Function with Intermediate
Variable Order

The last step of the reordering technique involves the ap�
plication of the bin�sifting routine Since the example con�
tains two histogram bins� the bin�sifting approach allows for
exchanging the locations of fX�� X�g and fX�� X�g only We
note that if all probability metrics had been equal� the bin�
sifting approach degenerates into the standard sifting algo�
rithm The resulting variable order for the example function
is found to be X�� X�� X�� X� The 
nal ROBDD is shown in
Figure � In summary� we note that the size of the example
ROBDD was initially � vertices and resulted in � vertices for
the 
nal result
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Figure �� ROBDD of Example Function after Variable Re�
ordering

evolutionary minimizer �function� f
generate initial population �� �
f
element �� select element �population� �
choose operator �SIFT� INV� �
if �operator �� INV� f
INV element �� apply INV �element� �
SIFT element ��

apply SIFT �INV element� �
g else f
SIFT element �� apply SIFT �element� �

g
if �element �� SIFT element� f
new element ��

apply mutation �SIFT element� �
g
update population �� �

g while �improvement obtained� �
return �
g

Figure �� Sketch of basic algorithm

� Evolutionary Algorithms for Variable Re�

ordering

As an alternative to the reordering algorithm proposed
above we now present an approach to SBDD minimization
based on Evolutionary Algorithms �EAs� This approach is
an extension of the methods described in ��	� but can also
deal with large functions �Due to page limitation only the
main aspects are discussed�

The core of our simulation based algorithm is a EA The
main di�erence to other EA based optimization approaches
is that we make use of small population sizes only Also� we
restrict the algorithm to use operators that guarantee that
the SBDD size does not grow too much within one appli�
cation of an operator Thus� large SBDDs can be handled
within reasonable time bounds and given memory limits can
also be e�ectively controlled

As is well�known for some functions the BDD can not be
constructed if a �bad� variable ordering is used Thus� meth�
ods that make use of standard EA recombination operators
like PMX� OX� CX �as used in ��	� fail� since in those cases�
orderings can be constructed that are too �far away� from
manageable solutions

In contrast we make use of operators that have polyno�
mial upper bounds �as can be easily derived from the upper
bounds of the swap operator in ��	� Additionally� we make
use of sifting as an operator in our simulation algorithm

We now brie�y describe the basic algorithm

� First an initial population of orderings of size jPj is de�
termined by using the method in ���	 and then applying
mutations

� jPj new individuals are created using inversion �INV�
and sifting �SIFT� with given probabilities� the parent



elements are randomly selected If the choice was oper�
ator INV� SIFT is applied after applying INV to obtain
a �new� local minimum If the o�spring is equal to their
parent element it is mutated by one of the mutation
operators

� The best jPj individuals are selected from the pool of
�old� individuals and o�spring for the new population
in the next generation

� The algorithm stops if the best element has not changed
for ��� generations

A sketch of the algorithm is given in Figure �

� Experimental Results

We have computed orderings for several benchmark cir�
cuits using the techniques described above We have com�
pared these to sifting alone which yields reordering improve�
ments in a small amount of CPU time� and best known order�
ings which were generally computed using techniques such as
Simulated Annealing �SA� or EAs that yield very good mini�
mized SBDDs but can require larger amounts of computation
time

The 
rst set of experimental data compares the results of
the probability based heuristic to that of sifting Table �
contains reordering results for some of the pla benchmarks
that exhibited a size reduction Many of the pla circuits
yield non�interesting results in that the size of the resulting
SBDD is the same regardless of the order� thus the small
subset in Table � The initial ordering was arbitrarily set to
the order in which the variables appear in the pla 
les In all
experiments performed using the pla benchmarks� the size
of the resulting SBDD was always less than or equal to the
original size In some cases the reduction was up to ���

Table �� Experimental Results for the Reordering Technique
Using PLA Benchmarks

circuit sifting prob method
Name Org Size Size Time Size Time
�xp� �� �� � � �� � �
alu� ���� ��� � � ��� �
bw ��� ��� � � �� � �

duke� ��� ��� � � ��� �
misex� �� �� � � �� � �
misex� ��� �� � � �� � �
misex� ���� ��� � � ��� �
sao� ��� �� � � �� � �

misex�c ��� ��� � � ��� �
clip ��� �� � � �� � �
e�� ���� ��� � ��� �
apex� ����� ���� � ���� ��
apex� ��� ��� � � ��� �
apex� ���� ���� � � ���� �

Table � contains the data resulting from our technique�
sifting alone and bin�sifting alone Results for benchmarks
c���	 and c����were not included since attempts to convert
these into an SBDD with a random initial variable order
resulted in exceeding the maximum SBDD vertex limit in
our program c��

 is also not included since it represents
a multiplier circuit that is known to not have any size less
than exponential in the number of variables

In all cases� the probability method performed as well or
better than sifting or bin�sifting alone in terms of resultant
SBDD size The increase in CPU time is less than an order of
magnitude as compared to sifting in most cases The results
using bin�sifting alone illustrate that it generally performs as
well or better than sifting� but at an increase in CPU time
due primarily to the large size of the initial SBDD structure

The results in Tables � and � also contain a column for to�
tal CPU time This is the time that was required for generat�
ing the probabilities� creating and traversing the histogram�
reordering according to histogram traversal and performing
bin�sifting The time was obtained using a Sun SPARCsta�
tion �� with ��� MB of RAM� a single ��� MHz processor
and running under Solaris �� It must be noted that� these
times assume that it is known prior to execution which out�
put will be used for computing the �ff � xig values

Table � contains best�known size data We compare the
results obtained by our EA �last column� to the SA approach
from ��	 and the �best�ever� sifting results from ���	 This in�
formation is useful for comparison to the data obtained above
and may be used to judge the e�ectiveness of our technique
in terms of resulting SBDD size As can be seen the EA
obtains better results than sifting in many cases� but is still
applicable where the SA fails

Table �� Best Known SBDD Sizes for ISCAS�� Benchmarks

sift
circuit SA best�ever EA
c��� ���� ���� ����
c��� ����� ����� �����
c

	 ���� ���� ����
c���� ����� ����� �����
c��	
 ���� ���� ����
c���	 � ���� ����
c���	 ����� ����� �����
c���� � ���� ����
c���� � ���� ����

We currently have not incorporated an automated tech�
nique for determining which SBDD output about which the
output probabilities should be computed The results given
above are randomly selected outputs from the benchmark
functions We do note that there is typically not a wide
variance in the resulting SBDD sizes based on the selected
output As proof of this phenomena� Table � contains the
maximum� minimum� average and standard deviation of the
sizes of SBDDs computed using several di�erent outputs for
some of the ISCAS�	 benchmark circuits The standard de�



Table �� Experimental Results for the Reordering Technique Using ISCAS�� Benchmarks

benchmark sift bin�sift prob meth
Circuit Org Size Size Time Size Time Size Time
c��� ����� ����� �� ����� ��� ���� ��
c��� ����� ����� �� ����� ��� ����� ���
c

	 ����� ���� � ���� �� ���� ��
c���� ����� ����� �� ����� ��� ����� ���
c��	
 ����� ���� �� ���� �� ���� ��
c���	 ����� ����� �� ����� ���� ����� ���
c���� ������ ���� ��� � � ���� ����

viation values indicates the extent of how the output selec�
tion a�ects the resultant SBDD size

Table �� SBDD Size Statistics Versus Output About Which
Probabilities are Computed

circuit number of max min avg stan
name outputs size size size dev
c��� � ���� ���� ���� ���
c��� �� ����� ����� ����� ���
c

	 �� ����� ���� ���� ����
c���� �� ����� ����� ����� ���
c��	
 �� ���� ���� ���� ����

� Conclusion

A variable reordering method for SBDDs with negative
edge attributes has been presented and described Experi�
mental results indicate that runtimes are roughly equivalent
to those of sifting� however smaller SBDDs generally result
The method di�ers signi
cantly from those previously pub�
lished in the way that function properties are used This
technique yields a resultant SBDD that is independent of
the initial structure and is thus very robust

The quality of our results has been shown by a comparison
to an EA The EA algorithm was able to further improve the
best known SBDD sizes for many functions
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